Apollo, D ionysus
and
The Return of Ritual
Essay by Lydia Earthy

‘Dare now to be tragic men, for ye are to
be redeemed!’
— Friedrich Nietzsche,
The Birth of Tragedy

Just over one hundred years ago, German
philosopher
Friedrich
Nietzsche
became
preoccupied with the Ancient Greek Gods, Apollo
and Dionysus. In his 1872 book, The Birth of
Tragedy, he argued not only that most Western
Art is indebted to the Greeks, but also that it
is indebted to these two divine entities. For
Nietzsche, Apollo represents order: ‘
measured
limitation’, ‘
the philosophical calmness of the
sculptor-god’, and Dionysus represents chaos: the
‘
collapse’ of individuality; ‘
drunkenness’, but also
birth, becoming, and divine inspiration. To make
the perfect Greek Tragic Play (or any art, in fact),
Nietzsche suggests you need a healthy dose of
both.

Beyond this formal aesthetic distinction, Nietzsche
also reflects on why the ‘
cult’ of Dionysus has such
a hold over Greek thought, influencing everything
from their religious practises to their art and
social structure. Using The Birth of Tragedy’s
idiosyncratic, aesthetic philosophy, this exhibition
text locates a nascent divinity in the works exhibited
in A/D D/A. The Ancient Greeks understood tragic
theatre as a ritualistic act of commune with their
Gods, and Nietzsche understood there to be an
‘
intrinsic dependence of every art on Greek’. Does
it follow, then, that this idea of ritual could still consciously or unconsciously - factor into current
artistic practises?

Greek Tragedy is widely understood to be an extension
of ancient rites carried out in honour of Dionysus.
Theatre wasn’t simply a performance, but inextricably
bound up with worship, ritual, and cult practises. Here,
Dionysus was both a character within tragedy, and
the driving theme of the art. Leaning heavily on oral
traditions, the tragedies undermine our modern idea
of the author/artist, as they have no singular, original
‘
author’.2
In his 1960 book Dionysus: Myth and Cult, German
historian and theologian Walter Otto reads a radical,
mythic worldview into ancient Greek practises. He
argues that in Greek Tragedy, the God Dionysus isn’t
merely referred to, but is actually present within the Art.
He argues this divine legacy exists still, today, and its
‘
presence is attested to by the emotions of ecstasy and
grace’, even when ‘
the arts seem to have a completely
independent existence’. Here, like Greek plays, all
creative practice ‘
bears witness to the encounter of the
supernatural’ - a divine inspiration that drives creativity
beyond the artist’s hand. Speaking to the artists in
A/D D/A, many of them consider the idea of Origin:
most aren’t sure about where their paintings come
from. Here, it is tempting to share Otto’s assertion that
creative practises bear witness to an intuitive divinity.

Daniel Spivakov
LOVE WANT ISSUE 21 / The Virgin and Child by Giovanni Bellini
oil, spray paint on banner and canvas
250 x 200 cm

Ori gi n

Daniel Spivakov isn’t only uncertain about where his
paintings come from - he’s also uncertain about where
they go: the original painting intended for A/D D/A was
‘
overworked’ - returning ephemerally to the darkness
from whence it came. Spivakov has two, primary
methods of deferring origin in his work: the first is a
dependence on source imagery in his Stitch series, and
the second is through utilising expressive, instinctive
mark-making.

Love Want Issue 21/ The Virgin and Child by Giovanni
Bellini (2021) is one of five in Spivakov’s Stitch series. He
splices together unrelated prints - one, a Renaissance
painting, and the other, the cover of a contemporary
art magazine. Here, Spivakov capitalises on a tradition
of objet trouvé, allowing the viewer to hermeneutically
complete the work by making connections between
the two images. In doing this, he calls into question a
contemporary hierarchy of images, gesturing - bleakly,
perhaps - towards a contemporary aporia in which
the dominant cultural mode is heterogeneity: large,
gestural paint splatters atop the seam between the
two images do little to unite the pictures. When talking
about his work, he is quick to remove his own agency
- the painting speaks for itself, creating a ‘
closedfeedback loop’. Here, the power of the painting comes
from assemblage, rather than the artist himself.

Details of LOVE WANT ISSUE 21 / The Virgin and Child by Giovanni Bellini

Spivakov’s second piece also defers a point of origin,
but here, through instinctive mark-making. In Untitled
(2021), a central, amorphous blue form is girdled by a
thick, cream, ribbon. There is a discrepancy between
an Apollonian order implied by the thick, encompassing
line, and a Dionysian chaos in the busy, bruised, centre
of the work. Here, the artist uses a painterly intuition,
creating a sense of wielding or harnessing a sourceless
power. Spivakov absents himself, placing emphasis
on the importance of process, instinctiveness, and
materiality to dictate the outcome of his piece.

Daniel Spivakov
Untitled
oil, spray paint on banner
210 x 200 cm

Where Spivakov’s Untitled suggests the artist channels
an unknown origin, Jack Laver creates a further
dissonance between art and artist by relying entirely
on the alethic factors of chance and variation. Laver
works by pouring and brushing a mixture of glue and
inks onto stretched canvas, letting them run, bleed, and
finally, set: like a scientific Petri dish, the artist returns
to his works hours after the act of creation to see what
has grown from these composite ingredients. The
works can take days, even weeks to dry. While Laver
starts with an initial concept - Bowed Angel (2020),
for example, uses the symbol of the angel as a starting
point - and is also happy to interpret the final product
- in Dying Day (2020), he reads a stormy, apocalyptic
landscape - what happens in the interim relies in part
on the whims of his materials. Here the concept of the
unknown and uncontrollable is fundamental.

Jack Laver
Untitled (table/bench)
sourced table, acrylic paint, adhesive, ink, resin
44.5 x 97 x 47 cm

Jack Laver
Bowed Angel
adhesive, ink and bleach
on mounted paper
31.2 x 15.5 cm

Jack Laver
The Dying Day
adhesive and ink on mounted paper
25 x 25 cm

Central to Mia Vallance’s painting is the practice of
attrition - carefully mixing and layering pigment and
then dissolving it again using solvent until the ideal
level of translucence is achieved. Described as
‘
womb-like’, Vallance’s two paintings create a lack
of distinction between psychological and somatic
space. They call into question not only origin, but
presence - what are we looking at? Working with
a luminous palette, Ink Body (2020) depicts an
oceanic green scene with a mysterious, blurred
figure at its centre. The figure’s eyes are ominously
marked with crosses; there is a small, inky mark
to its lower left abdomen. Part cipher, part ghoul, the
work hints at a troubled and unexplained presence.

Mia Vallance
Ink, body
oil on canvas
90 x 60 cm

Left
Mia Vallance
Cosmos
oil on canvas
34 x 59 cm

Right
Mia Vallance
Gyre
charcoal on paper
70 x 50 cm

Cosmos (2021) is similarly cryptic. The central colour palette - purple, mauve, black - is broken by sketchy
ciphers, etched into the canvas like ink tendrils bleeding in the water. This piece capitalises on layering and
attrition for its potency: by playing these two techniques against one another, Vallance creates a liminal surface
where the forces of building and destruction compete. Further, Vallance’s use of framing - the amorphous
canvas is (unexpectedly) neatly framed by a crisp, white edge on its side - raises questions about how an artist
martials an abstract landscape. Both in content and form, Mia Vallance’s work thematizes sourcelessness.

One of the central tenets of Nietzsche’s text
was his idea that Science ‘
annihilates’
Dionysian wisdom and art. He argues
that Euripedes destroyed Greek tragedy
through a Socratic influence - a moral
impulse to pursue knowledge, at all costs.
This culminated in an emphasis on formal
features like a mandatory prologue and
making the ‘
common men’ well-spoken, unlike
a glorious Attic Tragedy which perfectly paired
Apollonian and Dionysian influences to create
sublime art. The ‘
theoretical’ man ‘
seeks to dissolve
myth, [and] substitutes for metaphysical comfort an
earthly consonance [...] believes in amending the world
by knowledge, in guiding life by science’. Instead,
Nietzsche asks what alternate meaning can be found
in the jouissance between Apollo and Dionysus - ‘
is
there a realm of wisdom from which the logician is
banished?’.3
Here, Nietzsche places himself as one of the first in
a long line of thinkers who subvert the idea that the
pursuit of knowledge equivocally leads to progress.4
A/D D/A similarly casts doubt on the simplicity of this
equation: to some degree, all the artists make room
for wisdom outside of logic, subverting the idea of a
‘
moral’ explanation of their work, instead luxuriating
in surface, mark-making, and form.

Uti l i ty

Both Jack Sommerville and
Bradley Childs play with the
idea of utility in their work.
When speaking to Sommerville,
he is insistent on the utilitarian purpose of
his art. Working from a studio in rural France,
he is emphatically disillusioned with not only
contemporary art, but also with the ‘
art speak’, and
what he refers to as the ‘
vagueries’ of the entire
art-culture economy. Sommerville calls for a return
to art with function - he references the theological
purpose of classical artists like Tintoretto, whose
work aimed to elucidate details in Hesiod’s classical
texts. In this example, Tintoretto’s work becomes
first in a trickle-down ‘
supply chain’ of culture. His
implication here is that art is no longer functional.

Lemon Tree, painted in 2021, takes an imaginative
departure from a specific fresco on a ruin
Sommerville recalls. Struck by the tablet’s elegant,
internal geometry, Sommerville imitates the GrecoRoman moulding within the painting, which borders
a central tree. The outline is symbolically charged at once, classical - taking influence from hellenistic
architecture that might be found on temples or
amphitheatres - yet simultaneously postmodern,
imbuing the piece with a knowing self-referentiality.
Here, the simplicity of the work betrays a longing
for a return to authenticity, for pleasure in simple
forms, and belies an anxiety about the increasingly
inauthentic world.

Jack Sommerville
Lemon Tree
oil on linen
200 x 160 cm

Conversely, Bradley Childs subverts
the idea of art as useful or practical by
gaining imaginative energy from the
interplay of genre categories. The piece
You’re so Tense (2022), displays linen held
taut within a wooden frame. At the heart of
the work is a powerful idea; what if a painting was
a sculpture? The work is unequivocal in its simplicity.
Childs’ Candle Holders devise an elaborate plinth for
two, central candles made of oak and concrete. When
viewed front-on, the stands seem simple: rectangular,
plain. When you walk around them their intricate shape
reveals itself, demanding physical interaction to see an
interplay of forms. The works have no higher ‘
meaning’,
or function - they are simple, monolithic, and selfevident. Through different mediums, both Sommerville
and Childs’ work delight in implying and then retreating
from utility to display an empty utilitarian function,
locating a ‘
realm’ in which ‘
the logician is banished’, and
with this, a return to ritual.

Bradley Childs
You’re so tense
reclaimed linen in fumed oak frame with brass hardware
60 x 60 cm
Image of Vellum stretching, courtesy of the artist

Bradley Childs
Black Out 003
iron oxide, raw pigment , acrylic and plastic bonding agent on
plywood panel, framed
88 x 64 cm

Bradley Childs
Bleached candle holder
bleached oak, iron oxide,copper pipe and beeswax candle on a
concrete and oak stand
20 x 20 x 136 cm
Ebonised candle holder
ebonised oak, iron oxide, steel pipe and beeswax candle on a
concrete and oak stand
20 x 20 x 156 cm

Not all considerations of use-value are quite
so formal; Li Hei Di uses the colour palettes
of traditional Chinese folklore and 90s
Chinese cinema to inspire surreal landscapes
that mythologise eroticism and resisting
desire. She does this through recourse
to a few complex aesthetic techniques: a
vocabulary of wetness, a sense of movement,
and hidden symbols within the works.

Pl ay
Informed by the cultural dissonance of moving
from mainland China to the US and then the UK,
her works hide a nascent eroticism by using the
visual vocabulary of the body to subtly seduce
the viewer. In Snake Sisters (2021) two great,
opposing forces meet in the centre. Their exact
perimeters are unclear; the forms outgrow
themselves, in dynamic equilibrium. Central folds
disguise an obscure, cavernous presence. This
mirrored divide connotes the complex energies
in Daoist dualism: the painting is an ever-evolving
balance of these two forces which come together
as, in Hei Di’s own words, ‘
mirrored self, as lovers,
as the home is to the far away lands’.
Similarly, in Bubble Bath, Lights Off (2021),
Hei Di uses thin, suggestive tendrils of paint to
layer a veiled glistening. Here, a focus on the
surface undermines any narrative, moral, or
logical interpretations of the work to luxuriate in
texture. Her use of water is particularly symbolic,
given its associations with the changeability
of Dionysus: ‘
Like him, it betrays a dual nature:
a bright, joyous, and vital side; and one that is
dark, mysterious, dangerous, deathly’.5 Here,
the works make fun of the ‘
theoretical man’ by
indulging in the sensations of longing, pain, and
sensitivity.

Above
film stills of ‘Painted Skin: The Resurrection’ (2012) and
‘Swordsman III’ (1993) courtesy of the artist

Right
Li Hei Di
Bubble Bath Lights Off
oil on canvas
160 x 140 cm

Li Hei Di
Snake Sisters 小青和素珍
oil on canvas
146.5 x 216 cm

Details of Snake Sisters 小青和素珍

Above
film stills of ‘Green snake’ (1993) courtesy of the artist

Yage Guo’s Corner of Battersea Park (2021) is a bucolic
scene. Blending the diverse aesthetics of Chinese
calligraphy, vintage anime, and Victorian London, the
piece is replete with intricate mark-making. Yage’s
brushstrokes - delicate, thin, indecisive - carve into the
canvas, using negative space as a central, organising
principle: weeds, leaves, trees, and pond ripples are
layered, indiscriminately, creating a sense of a lack of
depth. The piece restructures our understanding of
landscape painting, prioritising impression over mimesis.

While the artists previously discussed in this exhibition
can be seen as subverting, reappropriating, or dispelling
the idea of utility through play, it is Alex Carey Morgan’s
work that most explicitly engages with the idea of
Dionysus, the ‘
mad God’: a deity Otto refers to as ‘
the
brandisher of the thyrus, the render, the eater of raw
flesh’, a God who revels in ‘
ecstasy and excess of
rapture’, one who wields ‘
the power to generate and the
power to destroy, as continual generation’. Referencing
cerebral, psychic spaces, and the unconscious, Carey
Morgan’s engagement with madness stands at odds
with any idea of use-value.

Yage Guo
Corner of Battersea Park
oil on canvas
90 x 120 cm

Alexander Carey Morgan
Lust
mix media, coating in resin
32 x 35 x 60

Terra I (2020) is an abstract painting, rendered in
black, red and white barn paint. The focus of the piece
is a central starburst that Carey Morgan refers to as a
‘
pressure point’. Lightning-like tendrils fissure a heavily
textured, mountainous background from this central
form. Because there is a raw simplicity to the canvas,
viewers are invited to engage meditatively with the
piece. At the heart of Carey Morgan’s sculpture, Lust
(2019), is a seeming contradiction in terms. At once,
the object is functional; a side table, implying servitude
and a domestic function. Yet, simultaneously, its
mottled, sanguine, whittled appearance angrily resists
any implication of functionality, instead connoting
an ancient, monolithic, or totemic presence. Here, the
artist indicates the boundaries between contemporary
art and ancient, cult practises are thin. In both these
pieces, Carey Morgan capitalises on a Jungian sense
of enduring meaning to tap into a broad and ancient
cultural unconscious.6

Alexander Carey Morgan
Terra I
mix medium with paint
100 x 150 cm

Of all the works in the exhibition, Yage Guo’s Undercurrent
(2022) most literally presents a scene of worship. Here,
pleading hands stretch outwards, proffering a butterfly
towards an indeterminate space in the distance. Above,
a beam of light stretches upwards against a turbulent,
heavenly space. The outstretched hands implicate the
unwitting viewer - who stands directly in front of the
painting - in a foreign ritual.

On R it ua l
Apollo and Dionysus are not explicitly considered to
be dialectical by many.7 However, something about
this opposition has resonated with many Western
thinkers ever since Nietzsche’s first study of them,
from Aby Warburg, who claimed the ‘
psychic energy
of classical antiquity’ sustained everything from ‘
the
realism of Burgundian and Netherlandish art to the
Italian High Renaissance’, to Camille Paglia, who
transposed the Apollo - Dionysus opposition to explain
a philosophical difference between men and women.
Throughout the long Twentieth Century, Apollo and
Dionysus have been used as diametric ideological
poles, generally falling along fault lines of chaos and
order, noise and silence, horror and enchantment.
It is silly, of course, to imply that the artists in A/D D/A
artists co-author their work with a God-like being even sillier, to suggest that they directly channel either
of the ancient classical Gods Apollo or Dionysus,
like Walter Otto implies the ancient Greeks do.

Yage Guo
Undercurrent
oil on panel
60 x 40 cm

Throughout the art historical canon, however,
different groups have worked to distance themselves
from their own agency: the Abstract Expressionists
relied on instinct to create transcendental, colour
field paintings; the surrealists harnessed the power
of dreams to tap into the unconscious. It is not an
exaggeration to suggest that in A/D D/A, the artists
whose practises place emphasis on instinct, who
preface the materiality of their work, and who
subvert the idea of use-value whether through
simple formalism or play, all ‘
absorb the expressive
values of the past’ and tap into the same life force as
the Ancient Greeks when they wrote their tragedies.
Walter Otto recognised that within every creative
impulse - even secular ones - there is the touch of the
madness of Divinity. Here, Yage Guo’s Undercurrent
(2022) becomes a metaphor for this question mark
over the creative impulse, the unconscious touch
of Dionysus, and an anxiety for a return to ritual.
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1

For example, in Euripedes’ The Bacchae, the play describes Dionysus’ arrival in Thebes. The play’s plot, however, thematises madness,
describing a hysteria that descends over the women of Thebes.
2
Writers such as Roland Barthes have written extensively on this subject: In Death of the Author, Barthes identifies a contemporary
lack of agency in the way we write. He suggests no writing is original, instead, endlessly borrowed. Writing has no ‘specific origin’,
and no specific destination - it fails to point directly to reality. Instead, literature is ‘that neuter, that composite, that oblique into which
every subject escapes, the trap where all identity is lost, beginning with the very identity of the body that writes’.
3
Here, I use jouissance in the post-structuralist sense, to connote transgression and pleasure at the splitting of the subject.
4
This idea has been discussed throughout the long twentieth century by critics such as Jürgen Habermas and Francois Lyotard, but
also recently in James Bridle’s 2018 The New Dark Age: Technology and the End of the Future.
5
Otto devotes an entire chapter to the importance of Water as a symbol for Dionysus in Dionysus, Myth and Cult.
6
In his Mnemosyne Atlas, Aby Warburg traces the migration of classical symbols across space and time, charting the changes in
function in meaning they underwent in the process. Here, he understands that there are certain symbols that are so compelling, they
resonate with us from classical antiquity to the present. Warburg explicitly cites Apollo and Dionysus as organising ideological poles.
7
Otto goes as far as describing this opposition as ‘primitive and superficial’.
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